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Abstract 
The following problem from reliability theory is considered. Given a disjunctive normal form (DNF) ~0 = ~ol v ... v ~or, 
we want to find a representation f ~0 into disjoint formulas, i.e. find formulas th,. . . ,  qs such that q~ = ql v .-. v q~ and 
t/i/x r b = _1_ whenever i ¢ j .  In addition, the formulas ~1 . . . . .  qs must be simple enough that the computation of their 
probabilities is a simple task. Of course, it is also better if there is only a small number of formulas qi in the representation. 
It has recently been discovered that this problem also appears in the calculation of degrees of support in the context of 
probabilistic assumption-based r asoning and the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence (Kohlas and Monney, 1995). In 
this paper we present anew method to solve this problem, where each formula t h is a so-called mix-product. Our method 
can be applied to any DNF, not only to monotone ones like the method of Heidtmann (1989). However, when applied to 
monotone formulas, both methods generate the same results. Compared to the algorithm of Abraham (1979) which can 
also be applied to any DNF, our method is considerably more efficient and will generate a much smaller number of 
disjoint erms in most cases (see Section 5). 
Keywords: Boolean functions; Decomposition methods; Sum of disjoint products; Reliability algorithms; Assumption- 
based reasoning 
1. The problem 
Let us start this section with a few words about how this paper is organized. In this section we 
explain the purpose of the new algorithm presented in this paper and we introduce some concepts 
and notations that will be needed in the sequel. Then the algorithm is presented in Section 2 and its 
correctness i  proved in Section 3. The fact that our algorithm is a generalization of the algorithm 
of Heidtmann [4] is proved in Section 4. We could have presented the algorithm of Heidtmann 
earlier in the paper, but we believe that it is better to explain the new algorithm first. Finally, 
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Section 5 gives the results of the comparison of performance between our algorithm and the 
algorithm of Abraham. 
In order to explain the purpose of the algorithm presented in this paper, let us start with a short 
review of basic concepts in reliability theory. Consider a system S made of several components 
cl .... ,c, which can be faulty. For each component ci let xi denote the state of the component 
ci: xi = 1 if ci is working correctly and xi = 0 if ci is faulty. Given a particular configuration 
x = (xl , . . . ,  x,) of the components, the system S can be working or not. This defines a function 
f :  {0, 1}" ~ {0, 1} wheref(x) = 1 means that the system is working under the configuration x and 
f (x )  = 0 means that it is not. In reliability theory the functionf is usually monotone and is called 
the system function. Assuming that the components fail independently and that the probability 
that the component ci is intact is known to be p~, the probability of a configuration x equals 
P(x) = 1-[ p~'(1 - pz)l-x,. (1) 
i=1  
This in turn is used to define the reliability of S as 
P = F, {P(x): f (x )  = 1}. (2) 
To compute the reliability of the system S, a straightforward application of formula (2) is very 
inefficient because on average there are 2"-1 elements in the sum. Better methods have been 
developed. Some of them first transform the Boolean function f :  {0, 1}" ~ {0, 1} into a formula of 
the propositional language L generated by the atoms x~, . . . ,x, .  The transformation goes as 
follows. For a vector x ~ {0, 1}", define the conjunction c(x) = A~'=I t~ where ti is the atom x~ if 
xi = 1 and ti is the literal ~xi  i fx i  = 0. For example, ifn = 2 and x = (1,0) then c(x) = Xl A~X2.  
Then the logical formula associated with the system function f is given by 
q) = V {c(x): f (x )  = 1}. (3) 
Using basic properties of propositional logic, ~0 is usually expressed as a disjunctive normal form 
(DNF) 
q) = (p~ v ... v q~r, (4) 
where the qh are conjunctions of n or less literals (e.g. q) = --q xl x2x3 v Xg-n xs if n = 5). Very often 
the system function is specified by such a DNF from the beginning (given q) it is easy to reconstruct 
the actual system function f).  Considering the set {0, 1}" as the possible interpretations of any 
formula ~ in L (0 meaning false and 1 meaning true), let N(0) denote the set of all interpretations 
satisfying 0. Note that the following relations hold: 
N(~I v 02) = U(01)uN(02) ,  (5) 
N(01 A 02) = N(01)~N(02).  (6) 
Since N(~p) = {x: f (x )  = 1} it follows that p = P(N((p)) and hence, loosely speaking, we can say 
that the reliability of the system S is the probability of (p. Therefore, if ~ is any formula in L, we will 
write P(~) instead of P(N(~h)). Since p = P(~0) = P(V~= 1 ~0i) the inclusion-exclusion formula from 
probability theory [3] implies that 
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Since each q~i s a conjunction of literals, then so is/~i~i ~0i and hence it is a simple task to compute 
each term in the sum that appears on the right-hand side of Eq. (7). However, formula (7) is not an 
efficient way of computing the reliability p because there are 2 r - 1 terms in the sum. Even in 
situations where this number is smaller than 2"-1, this formula is still inefficient because the 
number of terms 2 r - 1 grows exponentially with r and in many cases r is large. The idea behind 
some methods to compute the reliability p is to transform the DNF (p given in (4) into a logically 
equivalent formula 
= ~1 -~- " '"  -~- ~s ,  (8 )  
where + means that the q~ are pairwise inconsistent, i.e. qi A qj = _J_ whenever i # j (this notation 
will be used throughout this paper). Two inconsistent formulas are also called disjoint. Abraham 
[1] and Heidtmann [4] have given algorithms to perform this transformation. Then, if the 
probability of the formulas ql can easily be computed (e.g. if they are conjunctions of literals), then 
the reliability of S is simply given by the probability of ~/, namely, 
s 
P = Z P(q~). (9) 
i=1  
When the number of terms s in the formula (8) is small, the transformation of (4) into (8) 
considerably reduces the computational effort required to determine the reliability of the system. In 
reliability theory, the system function f is usually monotone (in this case we also say that the 
corresponding logical formulas ~o and 17 are monotone). In the context of probabilistic assumption- 
based reasoning for example, we have to compute the probability of formulas that are not 
necessarily monotone [6-8, 10]. 
In this paper, we present a new method to transform a DNF ~p = q~l v ... v ~0~ into an equivalent 
formula q = ~/~ + ... + ~/s such that the computation of the probability of the formulas r/i is 
a simple task. Then the probability of ~p is given by a simple sum: 
P(~o) = ~ P(q~). (10) 
i=1  
If ~p is the logical formula corresponding to a system function, then the probability P(q)) is the 
reliability of the system. Our method can be applied to both monotone and non-monotone 
formulas. When applied to monotone formulas, our method and the one of Heidtmann [4] give the 
same results. Compared to the algorithm of Abraham [1], which can also be applied to monotone 
and nonmonotone formulas, the algorithm presented here is considerably more efficient and very 
often gives a significantly smaller number of terms (see Section 5 for more details). 
Our idea is to represent q~ as a sum of terms of the form 
d = ek -1 A x; k , ( l l)  
k~1o s/~1= \ k~ls / 
where eke{--1,1} and x~ means Xk and Xk -1 means --qXk. A term of the form (l l)  is called 
a mix-product if I, ~ Iv = 0 for any two different u and v in {0, 1, 2,.. . ,  r} (it is important to notice 
that 0 belongs to this set). The sets Io, 11 . . . . .  Ir are called the index sets of the mix-product. Note 
that in a mix-product the set Io may be empty. I fr  = 1 and Io = 11 - -  0 then d = ± and so _J_ is also 
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a mix-product. Also, it is allowed that r be equal to zero, in which case the mix-product is a regular 
conjunction of literals. So conjunctions of literals are mix-products. Given a DNF q) specified by 
the conjunctions of literals q)l, ...,(Pr, the algorithm presented here returns a set of disjoint 
mix-products whose disjunction is equivalent o q9 (in other words, the formulas r h are mix- 
products). Also, note that the probability of a mix-product is easy to compute: if Pk denotes the 
probability of the atom Xk, then the probability of the mix-product d is given by 
P Xk s 1 k o 1 ks l~ k o ke Is  s r( ,) 
= HP(x ')I] 1-I1P(x ' , 
ke lo  s = 1 keI~ 
where 
P(Xk~) = { Plk - i f ek= 1, 
Pk if ek = -- l. 
2. The algorithm 
The algorithm we are proposing here can be applied to any DNF,  not only to monotone ones. So 
let ~0 = q)~ v ..- v (Pr be an arbitrary DNF.  In the rest of this paper and unless otherwise specified, 
we assume that the word conjunction actually means a conjunction of literals over the atoms 
{Xl, ... ,x,}. The idea of the algorithm is to represent (p as a sum of terms of the form 
[ = CA~C 1A~C2A . . .  A~Cr ,  (12) 
where c and c~, i = 1, ..., r are conjunctions. Then each term t in the sum is itself decomposed into 
a collection of disjoint mix-products whose sum equals t. So, at the end, ~0 is expressed as a sum of 
mix-products only. 
Now the algorithm is described in full details. First we define a function called decompose whose 
inputs are a family of disjoint mix-products ml, ..., mr and a family of conjunctions cl, ..., cs and 
returns a collection of disjoint mix-products dl, . . . ,  dk such that ( r ) (s )k  
Z mi A --1 V cj = Z di. (13) 
i= l  j= l  i=1  
This function decompose can then be used to solve our problem. Indeed, since the equality r ( ( , ) )  
~o= Z (piA --7 V @k (14) 
i= l  k=l  
always holds (the elements of the sum are of the form (12)), applying decompose with arguments 
ml = mr = (Pi and 
Cl  = q) l ,  " ' ' ,  Cs = q) i -1  (15) 
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for every i = 1,... ,  r gives a collection R of disjoint mix-products d l , . . . ,  dz such that 
l 
Z d, 
t= l  
because decompose transforms each term 
t=q0 iA --q V ~Ok 
k=l  
into a sum of mix-products. 
So the algorithm is the following: 
function bertschy-monney (qh ... .  , ~0r); 
(* The output of the function is the set R of disjoint mix-products *) 
(16) 
(17) 
begin 
g = 0; 
For i = 1 to r do R = Rwdecompose(q~;q) l , . . . ,~oi_ l )  
end. 
In order to define the function decompose we are going to use a function calledfind-disjoint, o be 
defined later in this paper, whose arguments are a mix-product m and a conjunction c and returns 
a family of disjoint mix-products ql, . . .  ,qn such that 
mA--qC= ~ qi. (18) 
i=1  
To define decompose, note that 
~, m i A --1 V Cj "= mi A --7 ~/ Cj . (19) 
i= l  \ j= l  te l  \ j= l  
--n s disjoint, for the function decompose to find a representation f Since the terms mi A ( V j= 1 c j) are 
(i__~1 mi)A (--q __@ 1 Cj) (20) 
as a sum of mix-products, it is sufficient hat it finds one for every term 
mi A --7 Cj . (21) 
j= 
But 
miA ---qj C~ = miA ~Cj  = (miA~Cl )A  --nCj 
= j= \ j=2  / (s)  
"~- (miA---lCl) A ~ V Cj 
j=2  
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and the functionfind-disjoint can then be invoked to obtain a collection of disjoint mix-products q~, 
v = 1,...,n~ such that 
nl 
mi/x--7 ci = ~ qi~. (22) 
v=l  
Then 
mi A (--qj@= l Cj) = ( v~= l qi,) m (---qj@= 2 CJ) (23) 
and a recursive call to the function decompose with arguments q~, v = 1, . . . ,  n~ and c2, .. . ,  c~ finally 
gives a representat ion f m~/x (--1A}= 1 Q) as a sum of mix-products.  The function decompose is well 
defined because the number  of conjunct ions in the recursive call is 1 less than in the original 
argument and the basis of the recursion is reached when there is no conjunct ion at all as second 
argument, in which case decompose simply returns ma, . . . ,m, .  Also note that if there is no 
mix-product  at all as first argument hen decompose is defined to return the empty set. So the 
procedure decompose is as follows: 
function decompose (ml . . . . .  m~; cl ,  . . . ,  c~); 
(* The set R denotes the output  of the function *) 
begin 
if r = 0 then R = 0 
else 
i f s  = 0 then R = {ml , . . . ,m,}  
r else R = 0 i= 1 decompose(find-disjoint(mi, cl); c2, . . . ,  c~) 
end. 
Now we define the function fnd-disjoint whose arguments are a mix-product  
m = x~, r --7/~ xT, r (24) 
k o s ke l  s 
and a conjunct ion 
e = A Xk ~ (25) 
k~l  c 
and returns a family of disjoint mix-products q l , . . . ,  q, such that m A ~ C = ~7=1 ql- First let us 
introduce some notations. For a mix-product m with index sets I o, 11 .. . . .  I r and a conjunction c let j(m, c) 
denote the number of sets Is, 1 ~< s ~< r such that Isc~I c~ O. Ifj(m,c) = 0 then let 
a A e~ (26) = X k . 
k~Ic - - I  o 
Ifj(m,c) > 0 then arbitrari ly select So e {1, ... ,r} such that Ice, I, o ~ 0 and define 
m" = k~ ,~,o \ k~,,A X~'r (27) 
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Then, if there is ko ~ Icn  Iso such that e"ko = _ %c define 
Pl /~ e~" = X k • 
k~l~o-  {ko} 
Otherwise, i.e. if e~' = el, for all k e Ie n Iso, then define 
ml= A Xk ~", m2 = A X~ r
k ~ I~ n Iso k ~/So - lc 
and 
(28) 
(29) 
c' A e~ (30) = Xk .  
k ~ I c - lso 
In the functionfind-disjoint we are going to use the Boolean function already-disjoint that returns 
true if and only if at least one of the following two conditions is satisfied: 
condl" there is a ko ~ Ionic such that ek m = -e~o; 
cond2: there is an So e {1,..., r} such that Iso - Ic and e~' = e~ for all k ~ Iso. 
Now the function find-disjoint is defined as follows (the A connective is written as a product): 
[01] 
[02] 
[o3] 
[04] 
[05] 
[06] 
[07] 
[08] 
[09] 
[10] 
[11] 
[12] 
[13] 
[14] 
[15] 
[16] 
function find-disjoint (m, c); 
(* The set R denotes the output of the function *) 
begin 
if already-disjoint then R -- {m} 
else 
ifj(m, c) = 0 then 
if IcnIo = 0 then R = {m--nc} else R = {m--ha} 
else 
begin 
select so e { 1, ..., r} such that Ic ~ I,o ~ 13; 
i fqko6 Icn IsoSUChthate  m= e c then ko - -  ko 
R = [find-disjoint(x£ <'m", c)] • {x~ °--1Pl m"} 
else 
R = [find-disjoint(ml--n m2 m', c)] w {-7 ml m"} 
end 
end. 
3. Correctness of the algorithm 
In order to prove that our algorithm is correct, in view of the developments of the previous 
section, the only thing that remains to be proved is that the function find-disjoint is correct. 
Theorem 1. The function find-disjoint erminates and its output R is a set of disjoint mix-products 
{qa,..., q, } such that 
mA-nc = L qi. (31) 
i=1  
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Proof. First we prove in two steps that the recursive function find-disjoint erminates. When this is 
done, we are going to prove that it yields the correct result. 
If we define 
m 
y = Xko ...... m', (32) 
z = m1--1 m2m", (33) 
then we are going to prove that in the recursive call find-disjoint(y,c) and find-disjoint(z, c) the 
relations 
j ( y ,  c) = j (m,  c) - 1, (34) 
j(z, c) = j(m, c) - 1 (35) 
hold. This implies that the calculation offind-disjoint(m,c) will stop at some point, either when 
already-disjoint is true or when j(m, c) = 0. In proving equations (34) and (35) first note that y and 
z are indeed mix-products, namely 
ke lo+{ko} s o k~l~ 
with 
e" if k ko 
- ko = (37)  
e~, = e~' otherwise 
and if we define 
T1 = Iso c~ Ic, T2 = I.,o -- Ic (38) 
then 
e{~ --'1 A Xk A e~ (39) 2 ~ A Xk 
k6 lo+ T~ s -o k~l~ keT2 
with el, = e~' for all k. To prove (34), define 
A = {Is, s =- 1, ... ,r:Isc~Ic ¢ 0}. (40) 
Thenj(m,c)  = IA] and since I, o e A it follows that 
j (y,c) = [A I - 1 =j(m,c ) -  1 (41) 
which proves (34). Eq. (35) follows immediately from IcnLo ~ 0 and I~c~ T2 = 0. 
Now we can show that the output of the function, i.e. the set R, is correct. If already-disjoint is 
true because cond~ is true then 
~ e~'o (42)  m~c= A ~;~ ~ A ~;' ^X~o 
ke lo -{ko}  s = kEls 
(e o 0 ,43, A Xko A xk 
k~1~ - {ko} 
= 3_ (44) 
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and hence 
m i - -nc  = (m i - -nc)  v (m A c) = m i (--nc v c) = m, (45) 
which proves that R is correct. If already-disjoint is true because cond2 is true then 
m,,  c = 4 ~' -7  A ~ ,, A ~ 
k o s ,'o k~It k~l~. 
( A A Xk A A x~, * (47) 
k ~ l,. - Is, , k ~ Iso 
= _1_ (48) 
and hence m A---7 c = m which proves that R is correct when already-disjoint is true. 
Now assume that already-disjoint is false and j (m,c )= 0. If Icc~Io = 0 then m--nc is clearly 
a mix-product. If Ic r~ Io # 0 then 4" = e~, for all k 6 S = I~ n Io because already-disjoint is false. 
Then define 
$1 = Ic - Io, 
b = A £,~= A x£ 
keS keS  
and recall from Eq. (26) that 
a A e~ X k . 
keS~ 
Furthermore,  if we define 
1 e~" mr -~- -" ]  A Xk  
s= k~l  s 
then m = bdm', c = ab and hence 
m-nc  = bdm' A (7  a v--n b) 
= bdm'--n a 
$2 = Io -- I~, 
d A e~" X k , 
k~S2 
(49) 
(50) 
(51) 
(52) 
(53) m-- l  a .  
But m-ha is a mix-product because SlC51o =O and $1~I~=0 for all j6{1 , . . . , r}  because 
SlC~l j  ~_ I cml j  = 0 s ince j (m,c )= 0 (note that if $1 = 0 then m-qa is the mix-product l ) .  This 
shows that R is correct, which completes the proof  that the output of the function f ind-disjoint is 
correct when already-disjoint is false and j (m, c) = O. 
Now let us prove that the output R obtained in the first recursive call is also correct. So let 
So ~ { 1, .. . ,  r} and ko e Ic c~ Lo such that ek~ = - e~ o. If 
c" = A xk ~ (54) 
k e l,. -- {ko } 
then 
C = Xkooe~'c ,, (55)  
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and recall from Eqs. (27) and (28) that 
m = -1 (x;,~ °/x Pa ) A m". (56) 
Then we have 
m = -n (x~,~ ° A Pl) A m" (57) 
= (---q x~'  v -n  P l  ) A m" (58) 
eg o e~ m"  = (--qXko + (--qPl A Xko°)) A (59) 
- e~ ,,  e~ , ,  
= Xko °m + Xk;°-nPl m (60) 
and hence 
-e~. ,, e~ 
mA--qC = (Xko °m + Xki,°---Iplm")A(---IC) (61) 
e'~ m "-q = (XZoekOm"--nc) + (Xko°~pl C) (62) 
= (Xko °m --nc) + (XkoO--nplm (Xko V---qC")) (63) 
" e~ ,, eZ m"-q  c")  ---- (xgekorn"--qc) + (Xta°-'qpl m V Xko °-q Pl (64) 
e'~, tl = (xZerom"-nc) + (Xka°--qplm). (65) 
- -  e~ it  We have already seen that y = Xko °m is a mix-product and the term 
y,  er . 
= Xko-qplm (66) 
is also a mix-product as the following development shows. The index sets for y' are 
Io + {ko},I1 .... , I so -  {ko} ... .  , I t .  (67) 
Then ({ko } ~ Io) n I j  = 0 for all j e J = { 1, ..., So - 1, So + 1, ..., r} because ko ¢ I j  for all j e J since 
ko ~ Lo and Iso~I j  = 0 for all j ~ J. Also, ({ko} UIo)~(Iso -- {ko}) = O because 
({ko} UIo)c~(I~o - {ko}) = (I,o~ {ko}~C~ {ko})W(Iso n {ko}CC~Io) = 0 (68) 
since Lo n Io = 0. It remains to prove that the mix-products in R are disjoint. Butf ind-dis joint(y,  c)
generates disjoint mix-products dl ,  ,dr such that y--nc = * • " Y~= 1 d~ and it remains to show that 
d~Ay' = A_ for all i. But y--ncy' = / because yy' = _1_ and hence 
d~ A y '= y, (d~y')= ± (69) 
i=1  i=1 
which implies that d~y' = A_ for all i = 1 . . . .  , t. This shows that the output  R obtained in the first 
recursive call is correct. 
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Finally, let's prove that the output R obtained in the second recursive call is also correct. Let 
So such that Iso c7 I~ ~ 0 and define T3 = I~ - Lo. Also asume that e~' = el, for all k e Ti and recall 
that 
ml = (70) 
m 2 = (71) 
(72) 
A e~" Xk , 
k~ T~ 
A 
keT2 
C' A e?, = X k . 
k~T3 
Then 
m = --7(mlm2)m" -- (-7ml v---q m2)m" (73) 
= (-7ml + ml~m2)m"  = -Tmmm" + ml--qm2m" (74) 
which implies that 
m i -7c  = -7ml m"---7c + mg--Tm2m"-Tc (75) 
= ~mlm"( -Tml  v---7 c') + ml~mzm"Tc  (76) 
= --7mlm" + ml~m2m"-7c .  (77) 
But -Tmlm" is a mix-product because Ta - Iso and ma~m2m" is also a mix-product as the 
following development shows. The index sets of ml~mzm" are I o~T1,  I1 , . . . , Lo - I ,  T2, 
Lo+m,..-,Ir. First remark that T~nlo  = 0. Also, note that T 2 ~ !so , which implies that 
I~, ... ,  T2, ... , L  are mutually disjoint because m is a mix-product. Now let j ~ {1, ... ,r} - {So}. 
Then 
(Io u T1 ) n Ij = (Io ~ I j) w (T 1 n I]) 
= T~nl j  ~_ Lo~I j  = 0 
and hence (Io ~ T1) n Ij = 0. Furthermore, 
(Io w T1 ) ~ T2 = (I0 ~ T2) u (T  1 ~ T 2) 
= IonT2  ~ Ionlso = 0 
(78) 
(79) 
(80) 
(81) 
and hence (Io w TI)c7 T 2 = 0, which finally proves that ml-7 m2 m" is a mix-product. It remains to 
show that the mix-products in R are disjoint. This can easily be proved in the same way as we did 
for the output of the first recursive call. This completes the proof of the theorem. [] 
Let us conclude this section with an example. The functions bertschy-monney and decompose are 
pretty easy to use. However, the functionfind-disjoint requires a little more attention. So let us see 
how this function is working on an example. If we take 
m = x lxex3  A---I(X5---lXvXlo---[X12)A~I(---]X6Xs~-lX9XllX13) (82) 
and 
C = X1X3- - IX5~IX6X8Xl lX12  (83) 
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then already-disjoint is false and we can select So = 1 and ko = 5. Then, according to line [12], we 
have 
f d(m, c) = f d(~ xs Xa X2X3 A ~ (7  X6X8-7 X9X 11 X13, Xl X3---I X5---'l X6XsX11 X12) (84) 
k.) {X1X2 X3X 5 A--I(-'-lX7XlO--'IX12) A-- ' ](TX6X8-- IX9X11X13) }. (85) 
In computing 
f d(7XsXl XzX3 A T(--']X6X8--]X9Xl l X13,X1X3--Ix5~lX6X8X11X12) (86) 
the value of already-disjoint is false again and So = 1 but this time the test in line [-11] is false and 
hence 
f d(--7xsxi x2x3 A--7(-]X6Xs--]x9x11x13,x1x3--]x57x6x8Xll X12 )
= f d(7  x6 XsXx 1-1 (7  x9x13)Xl x2 x3-1 xs, xl x3-1 xs~ X6Xs xl1 Xx 2) 
t.) {'-'-1 ('--7 X6X8X11 )X, X 2 X3-"l X 5 }. 
Then in computing 
f d(7 X6XsXx 17-3 (7  X9X13)X 1 X2X3--7 X5, X 1 X3"-I X5-7 X6X8Xl l  X12 ) 
the test already-disjoint is false again, but this time j(m, c) = 0 and hence 
fd (7  x6 xs xl 1--1 (7  x9 x~ 3 )XI X2 X3--] X5, X1X 3"--1X57 X6 X8 X11 X12) 
-~- X 1X2X3--I X5--] X6X8X117-1X 12--1 (--7 X9X13 ). 
So finally we have found that 
m ATc  = xlx2x3xs A--I(-IX7Xlo-TX12) A~] (-l x6x8 7 X9XllXi3) 
+ -" I (~IX6X8Xl l )XIX2X3--1X 5 
-[- X1X2X3--7X5"-7X6X8Xll--7X127(--]X9X13). 
(87) 
(88) 
(89) 
(90) 
(91) 
(92) 
(93) 
(94) 
(95) 
4. Relation with Heidtmann's algorithm 
In the original paper where Heidtmann described his algorithm [4], it is assumed from the 
beginning that the DNF to be decomposed is monotone. His algorithm generates terms of the form 
that he calls mix-products. So his mix-products are special cases of our mix-products: imply set 
ek = 1 in (11) to obtain a mix-product in the sense of Heidtmann. In the sequel, mix-products in the 
sense of Heidtmann will be denoted by H-mix-products. Also, it is well known that a DNF 
q~ = ~01 v ... v p, is monotone if and only if every conjunction qh is a so-called positive-conjunc- 
tion, i.e. a conjunction of only positive literals (see e.g. [11]). 
The goal of this section is to show that our algorithm is a generalization ofthe one of Heidtmann. 
Another description of the latter can be found in [-9, Chap. 2]. Since this formulation and the one 
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originally given by Heidtmann are not well suited for an easy comparison with our algorithm, we 
are going to give another formulation of the algorithm of Heidtmann. 
Let q)= (Pl v ... v q)r be a monotone DNF. Then a detailed analysis of the algorithm of 
Heidtmann will reveal that the output of the function heidtmann given below is precisely the result 
of applying the algorithm of Heidtmann to the monotone DNF qg. 
function heidtmann ( ( jg l ,  . . .  , (Pr); 
(* The output of the function is the set R of disjoint H-mix-products *) 
begin 
R = 0; 
For i = 1 to r do R = Rwdecompose'(qgi;~pa . . . .  , (D i -1 )  
end. 
If ml , . . . ,  mr are H-mix-products and c l , . . . ,  cs are positive-conjunctions, define 
function decompose' (m l , ... , m,; cl, ..., cs); 
(* The set R denotes the output of the function *) 
begin 
if r = 0 then R = 0 
else 
i fs = 0 then R = {ma, ... ,mr} 
else R = 0 ~= 1 decompose'(find-disjoint'(mi, cl); c2, ..., cs) 
end. 
If m is a H-mix-product and c a positive-conjunction, define 
[01] 
[023 
[03] 
[04] 
[05] 
[06] 
[07] 
[08] 
[093 
[103 
[11] 
[12] 
[13] 
function find-dis joint'(m, c); 
(* The set R denotes the output of the function *) 
begin 
if ~So ~ {1,..., r} such that Iso - Ic then R -- {m} 
else 
ifj(m, c) = 0 then 
if IcnIo = 0 then R = {m-nc} else R = {m~a} 
else 
begin 
select So e { 1, ..., r} such that Icn Lo # 0; 
R = [ find-disjoin t'(m 17 m2 m", c) ] w {---q m I m" } 
end 
end. 
For easier reference, the bertschy-monney algorithm will be denoted by B -M and the Heid- 
tmann's algorithm by HE. Also the functions decompose and find-disjoint will be abbreviated by dec 
and fd, respectively. Similar notations will be used for decompose' and find-disjoint'. To illustrate 
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the algorithm of Heidtmann, let us apply the function he idtmann to the DNF 
(19 ~ X1X2X3X 4V X5X6X7X 8 V X1XsX6X 9V X4X8Xlo. 
This requires the following computations: 
dec'(xlx2x3x4;O) 
dec'(xsX6X7X8;Xl 2X3X4) 
dec'(xl X5X6X9; X 1 X2X3X4, X5X6X7X8) 
dec' (x4 x8xl o; x a x2 x3x4., x5 x6 X7 Xs, x1XsX6X9) 
We obtain the following results: 
dec'(xa x2x3x4;O) = (XI X2X3X4) , 
deC'(X5X6XvX8; XI X2X3X4) = dec'(f d'(xsx6xvx8 ,X1X2X3X4);O) 
= f d'(xs x6xvxs, X1 X2X3X4) 
= {x x x xs (x,x2x3x4)}, 
dec'(x1x5x6x9; x1x2 x3x4,x5x6xTx8)  
= dec'(fd'(xl XsX6X9, X 1X2X3X4) , X5X6XTX8) 
= dec'(x1x5x6x9---l(x2x3x4);x5x6x7x8) 
= dec' (fd' (x, xs X6 X9-'-I (X2 X3 X4), X5 X6 X7 XS ); O) 
= f d'(x1x5x6x9--"I(X2 3X4), X5X6XvX8) 
= {X1X5X6X9---I(X2X3X4)--'I(X7Xs)}, 
deC (x4.x8xl o; x1x2 x3x4, x5x6x7 x8, x i  x5x6x9 ) 
= dec' ( fd ' (x4xsXlo,x lx2x3x4);XsX6XTXs,XlXsX6X9)  
= dec'(x4xsXlo-n(xlx2x3);XsX6XvX8,XlXsX6X9) 
= dec'(fd'(x4XsXlo--q(XlXzX3),xsx6xvxs;xlxsx6x9) 
= dec'(x4xsXxo-q(xlxzx3)~(xsx6xT);xlxsx6x9) 
= fd ' (x4xs  Xlo-q (X1 X2X3)--'1 (X5 X6 X7), X1 X5 X6 X9). 
But 
f d'(x4x8XIo---I(X1X2X3)--I(XsX6XT),XI X5X6X9) 
--- f d'(xI--q(X2X3)X4X8XIo~(X5X6X7),XI X5X6X9)L.){---I(X1)X4X8XIo--I(X5X6XT) } 
= fd '  (x~ x6-1 (xT)x i x4.x8 x10 ---1 (x2 x3 ), x1 x5 x6 x9 ) 
k.3 {-"3 (X5X6)X 1 X4 X8XIO"-](X2 X3) } k_.) {X4 X8Xlo-"l(X1)"'l (X5X6X7) } 
= {X1X,4.X5X6X8Xlo-7(X2X3)--l(X7)-"1(X9), 
X1X4.X8XIo--'q(X2X3)'---I(X5X6),X4XsXIo---I(X1)--I(X5X6X7) }. 
These results are the same as the ones given in the paper of Heidtmann. 
(97) 
(98) 
(99)  
(100) 
(101) 
(102) 
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As already mentioned above, the algorithm of Heidtmann is only defined for monotone 
formulas. If we try to apply it to a non-monotone formula then we are confronted with the problem 
of performing operations that are not defined by the algorithm. For example, if we try to apply the 
algorithm of Heidtmann to the non-monotone DNF q~ = (XITX2X3)V(X1-"-]X2), we need to 
compute dec' (Xl-7 x2 x3;0) and dec'(x 1--7 x2;x 17 x2 x3). Then we have 
and 
dec'(xl---qx2x3;O) = X1-"7X2X3 (lO3) 
dec' (x17 x2; x l~  X2X3) = dec'(f d'(Xl--7 x2, xl--7 x2 x3); O) (104) 
= fd'(xl--7 x2, x 17 X 2 X 3 ). (105) 
Butfd'(m, c) is only defined when m is a H-mix-product and c =/~k ~ io xk is a positive conjunction. 
So here x~--7 x2 is indeed a H-mix-product, but c is not a positive conjunction and hence Ic is not 
well defined and the algorithm does not say how to continue in this situation. 
The following two lemmas will be used in the proof that our algorithm is a generalization of the 
one of Heidtmann. 
Lemma 1. I f  m is a H-mix-product and c is a positive-conjunction, then f d(m, c) generates only 
H-mix-products and f d(m, c) = f d'(m, c). 
Proof. First we show thatfd(m, c) generates only H-mix-products. Assume that the property is true 
or all H-mix-products m and all positive-conjunctions c such that j(m,c)~< n-  1. Let m be 
a H-mix-product and c a positive-conjunction such that j(m, c) = n. Infd(m, c), if already-disjoint is 
true then the output is m, which is a H-mix-product and the property is true. Otherwise, since the 
test in line [11] evaluates to false, we havefd(m, c) = fd(z, c)w {--7 m a m"} and hencefd(m, c) is a set 
of H-mix-products because fd(z,c) is so by assumption because z is a H-mix-product and 
j(z,c) = n-  1, and -7mlm" is a H-mix-product. This shows that the property is true when 
j(m, c) = n. 
Now assume that j(m, c) = O. Infd(m, c), if already-disjoint is true then the output is m which is 
a H-mix-product. Otherwise,fd(m, c) is either m---1 c or m--7 a, which are both H-mix-products. This 
shows that the property is also true when j(m, c) = O. 
Now let us prove thatfd(m, c) =fd'(m, c). Assume that this true for all H-mix-products mand all 
positive-conjunctions c uch that j(m,c) ~< n - 1. Let m be a H-mix-product and c a positive- 
conjunction such thatj(m, c) = n. If already-disjoint is true then condx is false and cond2 is true. This 
means that if already-disjoint is true thenfd(m, c) = {m} andfd'(m, c) = {m} and hencefd(m, c) = 
fd'(m,c). If already-disjoint is false, then fd (m,c )=fd(z ,c )w{~mlm"}.  But by hypothesis 
fd  (z, c) = fd '  (z, c) according to equation (3 5) and therefore fd  (m, c) = fd '  (m, c) w {-7 m l m"}. On the 
other hand, if already-disjoint is false then cond2 is false and hence there is no So e {1,..., r} such 
that I, o ___ Ic and so fd'(m, c) = fd '  (z, c) w {--n m I m"}, which implies that fd(m, c) = fd '  (m, c) when 
j(m, c) = n. Now assume that j(m, c) = 0. Then, by the same argument as above, if already-disjoint is 
true, then fd(m, c) =fd~(m, c). Otherwise, if already-disjoint is false, then 
~m--Tc if Ic~Io = O, 
f d(m,c) (106) l m--7a if Icnlo ~ O. 
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But if already-disjoint is false then cond2 is false and hence there is no So e {1,. . . , r} such that 
I,.o --- Ic, which implies that 
~m-nc  if Icc~Io = O, 
fd'(m,c)  (107) 
(m--ha if Icc~Io ~0.  
This shows that fd(m,c)  =fd ' (m,c)  whenj (m,c)  = 0 and the lemma is proved. [] 
Lemma 2. Let ma,. . . ,  mr (r ~> 1) be a collection of H-mix-products and c l , . . . ,  c, (s >~ O) a collection 
of positive-conjunctions. Then 
dec(m1 .. . .  , mr; c l , . . . ,  Cs) = dec' (ml , . . . ,  mr; C l , . . . ,  cs). (108) 
Proof. We prove Eq. (108) by recurrence on s. If s = 0 then 
dec(m1 .. . .  , mr; O) = {ma, ... ,  mr} = dec'(ml . . . .  , mr; 0). (109) 
Now suppose that (108) is true for all s ~< n - 1. Then 
r 
dec(ma .. . .  , mr; Ca,...,  c,) = ~) dec(fd(mi,  ca); c2, ..., c,) (110) 
i=1  
r 
= (J dec'(fd(mi,ca);c2 . . . .  ,c,)  (111) 
i=a  
by induction hypothesis incefd(mi, ca) is a collection of H-mix-products by Lemma 1. But again 
by Lemma 1 we havefd(mi ,  ca) =fd  (mi,cl) and hence 
dec(m1 .. . .  ,mr ;c l , . . . , c , )  = ~) dec ' ( fd ' (mi ,c l ) ;c2 , . . . ,c , )  (112) 
i=1  
= dec'(ma, ... ,mr;Ca, ... ,c,), (113) 
which proves the lemma. [] 
Now we are in a posit ion to formulate and prove the following theorem, which is the main result 
of this section. 
Theorem 2. The B-M algorithm is a generalization of the algorithm of Heidtmann, i.e. when applied 
to monotone formulas, both algorithms give the same results. 
Proof. We must show that the B -M algorithm restricted to monotone formulas coincides with HE. 
So let q~ = q~a v ... v ~0r be a monotone DNF,  i.e., q)i is a posit ive-conjunction for all i = 1, ..., r and 
let us prove that 
bertschy-monney(cp l , . . . , (Pr) = heidtmann(~ol , ... , q~r). (114) 
Since 
r 
bertschy-monney(qga, ... ,  ~Pr) = ~ dec(q~i; q91, . . . ,  qgi_ 1) (115) 
i=1  
and 
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r 
! . 
heidtmann(cpl, . . . ,  @r) : U dec (q~i, qol, . . . ,  (Pi 1) (116) 
i=1  
it is sufficient o prove that 
dec(c; C l , . . . ,  Cs) = dec'(c; C l , . . . ,  c~) (117) 
for all positive-conjunctions c, cj, ... ,Cs (s may be equal to zero). If s = 0 then (117) is clearly 
satisfied. If s v a 0, then 
dec(c; c l , . . . ,  c~) = dec( f d(c, cl ); c2, ..., c~) (118) 
and 
dec'(c; c l , . . . ,  cs) = dec ' ( f  d'(c, cl); c2 .... , c~). (119) 
But according to Lemma 1,fd(c,  cl) =fd ' (c ,  Cl) and hence 
dec' (c; C l , . . . ,  cs) = dec' ( f d(c, Cl ); c2, ..., c~). (120) 
Again by Lemma 1,fd(c, cl) is a set ml . . . . .  m~ of H-mix-products and so it remains to prove that 
dec(m1,. . . ,  m,; c2, . . . ,  Cs) = dec' (ml , . . . ,  m,; c2, . . . ,  c~). (121) 
But Eq. (121) directly follows from Lemma 2, which completes the proof of the theorem. [] 
This section shows that the generalization of H-mix-products was the key in finding the general 
algorithm presented in this paper. As already mentioned before, it is important to have algorithms 
that can also be applied to non-monotone DNFs since such formulas play a central role in 
probabilistic assumption-based truth maintenance systems [-8] and probabilistic assumption-based 
reasoning [-2, 5-7, 10]. 
5. Comparison of performance 
In this section we give some computational results to compare the performance of the B-M 
algorithm versus the algorithm of Abraham. We have decided to make comparisons with algorithm 
of Abraham because this algorithm, just like ours, can also be applied to non-monotone formulas 
(for a proof, see [7]). The program is written in Common Lisp and is running on a Macintosh 
Centris 650. It is available from the authors upon request. We need to introduce some notations to 
be able to define the variables that appear in the results. For a DNF ~0, let Lnew(~o) and Labra(qg) 
denote the number of terms generated by our algorithm and by the algorithm of Abraham, 
respectively. The variables Tnew(~p) and Tabra(~p) are defined in a similar way, only with respect to 
the time used instead of the number of terms generated. By a run of tests we mean the comparison 
of performances for a certain number of DNFs that are produced randomly. First we have 
performed 12 runs of tests whose results are given in Table 1 below. If S denotes the set of all DNFs 
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9 10 400 23.69 11.05 O. 11 0.05 0 8 6.79 0.05 1 0.20 
9 13 500 32.60 15.07 0.21 0.10 0 5 4.99 0.10 1 0.22 
9 16 600 41.64 19.21 0.35 0.17 0 12 4.32 0.11 1 0.25 
13 13 500 66.91 18.14 0.46 0.15 0 7 4.88 0.06 1 0.11 
13 16 600 90.69 24.01 0.81 0.24 0 8 2.30 0.11 0.84 0.11 
13 19 700 124.64 33.00 1.37 0.37 0 5 2.55 0.11 1 0.12 
17 13 700 108.89 19.75 0.81 0.20 0 15 3.10 0.05 1 0.06 
17 16 800 168.40 28.08 1.66 0.33 0 8 3.56 0.05 0.80 0.07 
17 19 900 233.29 37.38 2.78 0.51 0 5 1.76 0.04 0.85 0.06 
21 15 800 230.38 26.53 2.17 0.34 0 7 1.94 0.03 1 0.04 
21 18 900 342.12 36.52 4.13 0.54 0 4 1.74 0.03 1 0.04 
21 21 1000 476.40 48.56 6.71 0.79 0 6 1.33 0.03 0.75 0.04 
randomly  produced in a part icular  run of tests, then we are in a posit ion to define the fol lowing 
variables that  are used in the results: 
N: number  of a toms x l ,  ... ,xN in the language L. 
M:  number  of conjunct ions (i.e. the length) of the DNFs  ~o that are generated in a run. 
NTEST:  number  of DNFs  ~0 produced in a run, i.e. NTEST = ISI, 
AVERAGE-LENGTH-ABRAHAM:  average number  of disjoint terms generated by the algo- 
r i thm of Abraham,  i.e. 
AVERAGE-LENGTH-ABRAHAM - 2e  ~ s Labra(  q~ )
NTEST 
(122) 
A VERAGE-LENG TH-NE W: average number  of disjoint mix-products  generated by our algo- 
r ithm, i.e. 
AVERAGE-LENGTH-NEW = Y,o~s Lnew(qo) 
NTEST 
(123) 
AVERAGE-T IME-ABRAHAM:  average t ime used by the a lgor i thm of Abraham to generate 
the disjoint terms (in seconds), i.e. 
AVERAGE-T IME-ABRAHAM - 2~s  Tabra(q~) 
NTEST 
(124) 
AVERAGE-T IME-NEW:  average t ime used by our a lgor i thm to generate the disjoint mix- 
products,  i.e. 
AVERAGE-T IME-NEW - 2o~s  Tnew(qo)  
NTEST 
(125) 
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SL: number of DNFs ¢ where the number of terms generated by the algorithm of Abraham was 
strictly smaller than the number of mix-products generated by our algorithm, i.e. 
SL = [{~o ~ S: Labra(~o) < Lnew(~o)} 1. (126) 
ST: number of DNFs ~o where the time used by the algorithm of Abraham was strictly smaller 
than the time used by our algorithm, i.e. 
ST = [{q~ e S: Tabra(~o) < Tnew(qg)} [. (127) 
. . (rnew(q~) t T IME-RA TIO-MAX: lvlaxlmum ~-~)"  q~ e S~. 
(Tnew(~o) } 
T IME-RATIO-MIN:  Minimum~Tabra(~o): q~ ~ S . 
• fLnew(qO S}. LENGTH-RAT IO-MAX:  Maximum l ~ :  q9 e 
Lnew(q)) } 
LENGTH-RATIO-MIN:  Minimum (~) 'q~ e S . 
For an easier presentation f the test results, each variable is given a shorter name according to 
the following table: 
N --, V1 
M~Ve 
NTEST ~ V3 
A VERA GE-LENG TH-ABRAHAM ~ I/4 
AVERAGE-LENGTH-NEW ~ 1/5 
AVERAGE-T IME-ABRAHAM ~ V6 
A VERAGE-T IME-NEW ~ 1/7 
SLaVs  
ST -* V9 
T IME-RAT IO-MAX ~ 1"10 
T IME-RA T IO-MIN -~ V11 
LENGTH-RAT IO-MAX ~ 1"12 
LENG TH-RA T IO-MIN ~ V13 
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Each row in Table 1 gives the value of the variables 1/1 to V13 corresponding to a specific run of 
tests characterized by the variables Va, V2, V3. 
A simple look at the results shows the strong superiority of our algorithm over the algorithm of 
Abraham. For example, according to the variable SL, in all DNFs ~0 that have been considered 
during all 12 runs, there has never been one for which the algorithm of Abraham generated strictly 
Table 2 
V 1 V 2 V 3 Vd. V5 V6 V7 V8 V9 g12 V13 g14 
3 20 50 4.82 4.62 0.04 0.04 0 23 1 0.60 4 
5 30 50 12.84 10.31 0.26 0.19 1 0 1.07 0.43 19 
7 40 75 29.41 18.33 0.85 0.54 0 1 1 0.29 37 
8 50 75 42.54 24.94 1.84 1.08 0 4 0.92 0.36 41 
10 60 100 107.01 50.46 6.25 2.65 0 0 0.77 0.22 52 
12 70 100 243.87 91.81 17.80 5.86 0 0 0.63 0.21 62 
5 20 50 12.65 10.47 0.14 0.13 5 7 1.11 0.53 17 
8 30 50 47.28 27.52 0.94 0.51 0 0 0.88 0.35 41 
10 40 75 98.02 43.45 3.16 1.22 0 0 0.66 0.25 55 
12 50 75 200.04 72.01 9.72 2.93 0 0 0.55 0.18 64 
15 60 100 632.57 170.38 40.78 8.65 0 0 0.40 0.10 73 
17 70 I00 1538.73 324.04 117.61 18.59 0 0 0.43 0.11 78 
10 20 50 67.33 27.40 0.74 0.3l 0 1 0.72 0.16 59 
15 30 50 348.95 71.89 7.21 1.42 0 0 0.40 0.13 79 
20 40 75 1857.69 217.17 59.09 5.46 0 0 0.24 0.06 88 
25 50 100 6781.68 439.12 298.57 14.35 0 0 0.15 0.03 93 
10 10 50 28.2 11.76 0.12 0.091 0 5 1 0.22 58 
15 15 50 103.06 22.41 0.85 0.21 0 0 0.60 0.11 78 
20 20 75 417.26 49.14 5.14 0.62 0 0 0.33 0.06 88 
30 30 100 4388.91 160.02 96.61 3.25 0 0 0.18 0.01 96 
20 10 50 68.39 12.11 0.39 0.10 0 2 1 0.06 82 
30 15 50 406.47 25.59 3.57 0.41 0 0 0.44 0.02 93 
40 20 75 2434.81 50.05 37.60 1.21 0 0 0.8 0.01 97 
20 5 50 16.35 5.27 0.07 0.02 0 5 1 0.10 67 
30 8 50 45.81 8.60 0.27 0.10 0 2 1 0.04 81 
40 10 75 139.41 12.13 1.19 0.23 0 6 1 0.02 91 
50 12 75 338.30 15.42 3.98 0.46 0 2 1 0.01 95 
60 15 100 1718.06 25.62 29.89 1.02 0 5 1 0 95 
70 17 100 2337.51 29.02 46.41 1.58 0 3 1 0 98 
20 3 50 7.33 3.00 0 0.01 0 13 1 0.10 59 
30 5 50 28.62 5.38 0.08 0.03 0 6 1 0.03 81 
40 7 75 68.94 7.69 0.45 0.10 0 13 1 0.01 88 
50 8 75 144.02 9.06 0.68 0.18 0 13 1 0.01 93 
60 10 100 252.1 11,62 2.51 0.38 0 12 1 0.01 95 
70 12 100 607.83 15.83 9.19 0.69 0 10 1 0.01 97 
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less terms than our algorithm. Moreover, as shown by the variable LENGTH-RATIO-MAX, the 
number of terms generated by our algorithm isoften significantly smaller than the number of terms 
generated by the algorithm of Abraham. As far as calculation time is concerned, our algorithm very 
rarely took more time than with the algorithm of Abraham (see the variable ST) and for each run 
the variable TIME-RATIO-MIN shows that for at least one DNF our algorithm was much faster. 
Also and most importantly, the comparison of the average length and the average time for both 
algorithms peaks very strongly in favor of our algorithm. 
In order to get more information on the quality of the improvement obtained with our 
algorithm, we have performed additional computational experiments whose results are displayed 
in Table 2. In each section of this table, the ratio V1/V 2 is approximately constant (recall that V~ is 
the number of atoms in the language L, i.e. the number of components in the system, and V2 is the 
length of the DNFs produced in a run of tests). For time-related variables in Table 2, we have used 
the LISP function get-internal-run-time wh reas in Table 1 we used get-internal-real time. These are 
two possible ways to measure the computation time. In Table 2, we have introduced a new variable 
Va4 indicating the percentage of improvement of the average number of terms generated by our 
algorithms versus the algorithm of Abraham, i.e. 
v~-vs  
v14 = - - "  100. (128) 
V~ 
Also, we have dropped the variables 1/lo and VII. The results show that our algorithm almost 
always produced less terms than the algorithm of Abraham (there are only 6 exceptions among the 
2425 DNFs considered in the 35 runs of tests, see the variable V8). But even more importantly, they 
show that our algorithm is significantly more efficient han the algorithm of Abraham because it
produces much less terms in much less time: for 29 out of the 35 runs of tests the improvement in 
the average number of terms generated is more than 50% and for 17 runs it is more than 80%. Also, 
for an approximately constant ratio V1/V2, the variable 11714 shows that the improvement becomes 
larger as the number of atoms V1 increases. 
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